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I) Introduction to the IM3 Project

III) IM3’s Data Repository

V) A New Multisector Dynamics Data Platform

The Integrated, Multi-sector, Multi-scale Modeling (IM3) project is a large
collaborative endeavor with the simultaneous goals of improving our
understanding of how the complex human-earth system responds to
different stresses and building the multi-model tools required to explore this
interdisciplinary space. The project spans nine collaborating institutions. The
diversity of those institutions creates a unique set of technical and policy
challenges for executing the project.

We have developed a project data repository for archiving model code,
simulation parameters, model output, and data used in our analyses. These
data assets are permanently stored in an archive that is available to the
community. Team members can upload data to the repository with just a few
clicks and the repository can hold both public and private datasets and mint
data Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs).

Beginning this year we are extending the IM3 data sharing framework into a
community data platform for the multisector dynamics (MD) community:

What might go into the IM3 data repository? Any piece of electronic data that
could be used by the team or our external collaborators to recreate or
expand upon one of our numerical experiments:
• Model configuration files
• Observational data

Our Framework/Software/Data (FSD) team helps to facilitate the numerical
experiments within IM3 by building a set of tools and creating a culture of
reproducibility that allows the team to meet both program deliverables.

• Raw or processed model output
• Data used for figures

What data
should I share?

What if my data is
too big to transfer?

Can I not just wait until
someone asks for it?

What if people
misuse my data?
What if documenting my
data is too much work?

1. Metadata harvesters

2. Can get data into and out of the
archive in multiple ways (i.e., Globus,
ftp, etc.)
3. Can maintain both public and
private datasets
4. Can mint data DOIs
Data DOIs, permanent digital bookmarks for data, are considered the gold
standard for data release, citation, and tracking. Using a DOI can help:
• Others find your data
• Get credit for your data via citations
• Share data more easily via permanent links

IV) IM3’s Code Repository
Sharing code within the team facilitates the coupling of models and acts as
an insurance policy for team member turnover. Sharing code with the
community helps IM3 comply with new journal requirements and enhances
our overall impact by increasing the reuse and citation of our work.
We chose GitHub because of its:

Who should
have access?

Potential MD-Specific Functionality

1. Universal access

* A data asset is any piece of model output or evaluation data and its
associated metadata that could be later used by the team or our
collaborators to recreate or expand upon our work.

Why should I
share my data?

Intuitive
• Interaction without a steep learning curve

Core Functionality

Approach
• Explore, adapt, and create best practices
• Create data* and code repositories that are accessible and useful

What about my
proprietary data?

Living
• Continuous interaction with the archive rather than storing only the final
product

Environment
• Integrated data-work environment

Challenges
• Geographically- and institutionally-distributed teams
• Huge range of computational tools required and desired
• Balancing flexibility and ease of implementation
• No “one size fits all” solutions

Even with the proper tools in place, there are still common obstacles to
sharing data both internally and externally. Some issues are policy-based
while others require technical creativity to solve.

Our long-term vision is to develop a world-class data archive based on a set
of core features common to other tier-1 data archives and a set of domainspecific features designed to serve the unique needs of the MD community.

Value-adding
• Features built into the archive that enhance the capabilities of the
community

Principles
• Develop tools that are flexible, extensible, and well documented
• Document and share lessons learned

II) Obstacles to Broader Data Sharing

MD-LIVE (Living, Intuitive, Value-adding, Environment) Data Platform

•
•
•
•

Public and/or private repositories
Familiarity to many team members
Strength of versioning
Issue-logging for open code
https://github.com/IMMM-SFA
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5. Scalable and flexible architecture
(i.e., open source code that can be
instantiated on multiple platforms)
6. Data can be converted between
multiple common formats

2. Data analysis and visualization
tools
3. Built in event-driven multi-model
messaging system (see below)
4. Integration with a software
management system (i.e., GitHub)
5. Data QA/QC tools
6. Workflow management tools

As an example of a domain-specific feature that would be useful to the MD
community, we will consider building a multi-model messaging system into
the architecture of the data archive. In the experiment flow diagram below
the couplers facilitate the communication between Models A and B.
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While the couplers are
necessarily tailored to the
models, some of their basic
functions are often rebuilt.
An abstracted messaging
system built into the data
platform would limit this
redundancy and help the
community do its work.
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